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Cooperatives and Conventional
Firms in the Plywood Industry
A PERENNIAL ISSUE in the study of organizationalbehavioris the impact
on productivityof participationby workersin a firm's decisionmaking.
The question has returnedto the foregroundin the recent debate over
policies to increase U.S. productivity growth.' A large literatureis
aimed at quantifyingthe impactof workerparticipationon productivity
thoughthe results from this researchfall somewhatshortof being fully
persuasive.2There are several difficulties in this research,not least that
workerparticipationcan mean various things in differentcontexts.
At one extreme, workers may be consulted on a narrow range of
issues, and the consultationsmay be designed more to give the appear1. The 1994 Economic Report of the President states that "the Administration aims

to increasethe productivityof the work force by helping employersmake betteruse of
theirworkersthroughincreasedworkerparticipation.Numerousstudies have now demonstratedthatcooperativetechniquesincreaseproductivitysubstantiallyin a wide range
of enterprises. By helping to disseminate informationon what successful firms have
been able to accomplish, the Administrationhopes to speed the adoptionof these practices throughoutthe economy" (p. 128).
2. Levine andTyson (1990, p. 203) providea comprehensivereviewof the literature.
Even with a sympatheticreadingof the evidence in favor of the hypothesisthat participationenhancesproductivity,the authorsconcludemerelythat, "Ouroverallassessment
of the empiricalliteraturefromeconomics, industrialrelations,organizationalbehavior,
andothersocial sciences is that participationusually leads to small, short-runimprovements in performanceand sometimesleads to significant,long-lastingimprovementsin
performance"(emphasisin original).
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ance of involving workers in decisionmaking than to grant workers
effective influence. The other extreme occurs when workershave full
discretionarypowersandbothown andmanagethe enterprisethey work
in. If productivityimpactsof participationare not visible when workers
are the firm's owners, they are less likely when workersparticipateto
a much smaller extent. Therefore, this paperaddressesthe question of
whether productivity differences are evident between conventional
firmsand workercooperatives, which are firmsowned and managedby
their workers.
This is by no meansthe firstinvestigationof productivitydifferences
between conventional firms and workerco-ops though ours is unusual
in a number of respects. Most research lacks observations on both
conventionalfirmsandco-ops in the same productmarketenvironment.
As Bonin, Jones, and Puttermanobserve, "To examine productivity
differencesbetweenPCs [producercooperatives]andCFs [conventional
firms], the comparisonshould be made between firms that are 'twins'
in all nonorganizationalrespects, e.g., in terms of technology, the
product generated, and market conditions. However, identifying
'twins' (isolation) is often impossible because the existing data on
producttype and technology are not sufficiently disaggregated.Firmlevel data that applies consistent accounting conventions to both PCs
andCFs in the same industryare rare."3Nevertheless, the observations
we have collected satisfy these stringentrequirements.
They are longitudinaldata on plywood mills in Washington state.
The observations(collected by the authors)are at the level of the producing unit, the measurementof inputs and outputs is on a consistent
basis, and the technology mappinginputsinto outputsis virtuallyidentical across the firms. It is not the case that all the co-ops are the same,
and we shall mention below some differences among them. However,
they sharethe importantcharacteristicthat virtuallyall the firm's owners are workersin the firm, and most workersare owners. By contrast,
the workersin the conventional firms in our sample are employees.
The conventionalmills are individualproprietorshipsor partnerships
or partsof a corporation.The workersat some of these mills are unionized, while those at other mills, which we label "classical," are not.
Most of the plywood producedin the Pacific Northwestcomes from the
3. Bonin, Jones, and Putterman(1993, p. 1306).
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unionized mills. In our work, we not only distinguish co-ops from
conventionalfirms, but also discriminatebetween unionized mills and
classical mills and thereby contributeto the literatureon union-nonunion differences in productivity.
The principalgoal of the researchreportedin this paperis to determine whether, for given levels of observed inputs, the worker-owned
plywood mills as a groupproducemore or less outputthan do conventional firms. We take it as a truism that, if every input were observed
and observedwithouterror,then at specified levels of these inputseach
firmshould producethe same level of outputas every other. However,
whenevereconomists estimate productionfunctions, every input is not
observed. Not merely are the conscientiousness, vigor, initiative, and
other attributesof workers(including managers)not measured,but the
informationnormally available on physical capital and raw materials
omits details regardingthe greatvarietyof the plantand equipmentand
the frequently varying quality of the raw material. Therefore, after
accountingfor observed differences in worker-hours,the quantitiesof
raw materials, and indicators of physical capital, we shall be asking
whetherthere is a distinct difference in the amountof outputproduced
by mills owned and managedby their workers.
There is a long-standinginterestin knowing whetherworker-owned
andworker-managedenterprisesaremoreproductiveorganizationsthan
conventional firms. The belief that they are lies behind some suggestions that worker-ownedfirms serve as the vehicles for divestiture of
state-ownedpropertiesin East Europe. But many of these suggestions
rest more on speculation about the operation of worker-ownedfirms
than on familiar knowledge of their functioning. Using information
from the U.S. manufacturingindustry where cooperative enterprises
are the most common, we examine the comparativebehaviorof co-ops
and conventionalfirmsto informthe discussion on the relative productivity of worker-management.

Productivity, Capital Markets, and Worker-Owned Enterprises
Before investigating productivityin the plywood industry, we consider the principal reasons why worker-ownedand worker-managed
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firms might operatemore efficiently and why other factors might frustratethe exploitation of this advantage.
Productivity and Worker-Owned Enterprises

A studyof workercooperativescannotdistinguishbetweentwo types
of argumentregardingproductivityand featuresof industrialrelations
systems. One class of argumentconcernsthe relationshipbetween productivity and the mechanismby which workersare compensated.The
hypothesis here is that there are productivitygains from relatingworkers' pay to their outputor to a firm's sales or to profitsinsteadof to the
workers' input of time. The second class of argumentconcerns the
locus of decisionmakingand contendsthat a firm's productivitywould
be higher if workersparticipatedmore in various enterprisedecisions.4
Analytically, the difference between the productivityeffects from
instituting incentive-type compensationschemes and the productivity
effects from increased involvement by workers in decisionmaking is
quite distinct. In practice, grouppay incentive schemes tend moreoften
to be found where workers have a role in decisionmaking or where
some consultative mechanismsare in place to garnerworkers' suggestions. For instance, the frequentlylauded Japaneseindustrialrelations
system is characterized(at least in the larger firms) by both profitrelated bonus paymentsand greateruse of consultationand consensus
building. Similarly, in the workercooperativesstudiedhere, the workers both share net revenues and are intimatelyinvolved in the management of their enterprises, so there is no opportunityto distinguishthe
effects on productivityof grouppay compensationschemes from those
of workerparticipationin decisionmaking.
There are several reasons why worker co-ops may operate more
productivelythan corporatefirms. First, a co-op mitigates the agency
costs associated with a corporation'sdivision between ownership and
control. Worker-ownersare likely to be much better informed about
4. A clear statementof this notion is providedby Slichter(1968, p. 575): "The very
fact thatthe workershave had an opportunityto participatein determiningtheirworking
conditions is in itself favorableto efficiency. . . . [E]fficiency dependsupon consent.
Even though the specific rules and policies adoptedin particularinstances may not be
ideal, the process of joint determinationof workingconditionsat least offers the possibility of achieving greaterefficiency than could be obtainedunderrules and conditions
dictatedby one side."
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actions taken by managersthan are nonworker-owners.Indeed, in the
plywood co-ops studied below, managershave sometimes complained
of what they regard as excessive involvement by the workers in dayto-day managerialdecisions.5 The workers view their behavior more
constructively.
Second, workerownershipeliminates the separationof interestsbetween workersandowners. Thereareoccasions in which a conventional
firm is presentedwith a choice of actions that can enhance the welfare
of owners only at the expense of workers.This naturallypits one party
against the other and may result in bargainingcosts. Or a workerin a
conventionalfirmmay have betterinformationaboutwork effort or the
organizationof productionat the shop floorlevel, buthe maybe hesitant
to reveal that informationbecause managementmight use it to further
their interestsor the owners' interests at the expense of the worker. In
the presence of such asymmetricalinformation,a workerco-op offers
the opportunityof productivitygains from eliminating the division of
interestsbetween owners and workers.6
Third, workers may be able to monitor each other's effort more
effectively than in firms where the monitor is the owner's agent.7 In
5. Greenberg(1986) quotes the general managerof a mill that had been converted
from a workerco-op to a privatelyowned firm as remarking,"It sure as hell is easier
now. Before I had 250 bosses . . . everyone wantedto put his two cents in. Now I just
answer to one man.

. .

. I like it better that way" (p. 44).

6. Greenberg's (1986) survey of productionpractices at conventional and co-op
plywood mills is consistent with this argument:"worker-shareholdersare much more
likely to cooperateon productionproblemsthan are workersin a conventionalplant.
Indeed, there is a very strong tendencyamong the latterto stick to one's assignedjob
andnot to meddlein whatis consideredthe businessof otherworkersor the responsibility
of some other productionunit in the plant. The boundariesof work responsibilityare
clearly drawn;workersin conventionalplantsare willing to put in a hardday's work on
their assigned tasks, but they are not likely to move beyond those boundariesand act in
ways that will enhance the productivityof the entire process. In the cooperatives, the
job boundariesare less rigid and more fluidwhen, in the opinion of the people involved
in production,the situationdemandsit" (p. 41).
7. Wheneverthere are opportunitiesand incentives for workersto shirk, efficient
productionrequirestheir work behaviorto be monitored.Alchian and Demsetz (1972)
arguedthat such moralhazardproblemsare largerwhen profitsare sharedamong many
individuals.In their view, cooperativesare more likely to be found in situationswhere
these shirking problems are offset by inherentdifficulties of measuringwork effort.
"While it is relativelyeasy to manageor directthe loadingof trucksby a team of dock
workerswhere inputactivity is so highly relatedin an obvious way to output, it is more
difficultto manage and direct a lawyer in the preparationand presentationof a case"
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fact, there is direct evidence of this in the plywood mills where co-ops
usually operate with many fewer supervisors than in conventional
firms .8

Fourth,firmsapplying some methodof incentive pay such as profitsharing may attractworkers whose ability or work effort is unusually
high. These incentives may appear small insofar as a single worker
contributeslittle to the firm's net revenues. On the other hand, a cooperative outcome in which all workers are motivated to work hard
results in every memberof the firmbeing betteroff. This self-selection
argumentapplies, of course, in an economy consisting of a mixtureof
co-ops andconventionalfirms.No selectivity process can operatewhen
all firms are co-ops.
Finance and Worker-Owned Enterprises

These productivityargumentsmay not be correct or of little consequence, andit is the goal of this paperto quantifytheiroverall relevance
in the largest and most durable sector of worker ownership in U. S.
manufacturing.But if these argumentsare correct, why are workercoops unusualin marketeconomies? There are two primaryexplanations.
The first is that they are inherentlyrisky institutions:workershave
tied to the fortunes of the enterprisenot only their labor incomes but
also their capital. The purchaseof a sharein a plywood co-op involves
the investment of much, if not all, of a worker's wealth.9 Far from
diversifying his wealth, the worker concentrateshis wealth into one
form, the performanceof his company. When the same workeris employed in a conventionalmill, he has the option of investing his capital
in an asset whose returnsare uncorrelatedwith movementsin his labor
income. The desire of workers to spreadtheir risks is testified by the
(p. 786). The argumentis attractive,though the plywood co-ops do not conformto it:
to monitor.In the case
workperformancein a plywood mill is relativelystraightforward
of the plywood co-ops, the answer to Alchian and Demsetz's question of "who will
monitorthe monitor?"is the workers;the workersmonitoreach other.
8. Greenberg's(1986) survey of plywood mills suggested that conventionalmills
tendedto use six or seven supervisorsper shift, while co-ops operatedwith one or two.
In one instance, upon conversion from a co-op to a conventionalmill, the numberof
supervisorswas increasedfourfold(pp. 43-44).
9. In the 1980s, the sharesof severalmills were advertisedat pricesof over $80,000.
Naturally,these were the most profitablemills, and at othersthe prices were very much
lower. See Craig and Pencavel (1992) for an analysis of these shareprices.
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fact that, when they were permittedto do so, laborunions chose not to
concentratetheir pension funds in investmentsin the companieswhere
the union membersworked.
The second reason is associated with the costs of supplyingcapital.
The wealth limitationsof workersconstrainthe amountof capital that
can be raised from workersthemselves, so they are obliged to turn to
banks and other credit institutions for loans. These organizationsregardlessof whetherthe borroweris a co-op or a conventionalfirmare sensitive to the risks of opportunisticbehaviorwhen their loans are
used to purchase specific capital assets. To mitigate the risk of being
"held-up," the lending institutions will demand some collateral or
insist that their agents be a partyto the firm's critical decisions.
For a workerco-op, the formerpresents the workerswith the same
credit problems that induced them to turn to banks in the first place,
while the latter compromises the principle of workers being the sole
owners of their enterprise.Conventionalfirms, by contrast, when permitted by law, often admit to their Board of Directorsthe representatives of theirprincipalcreditors.In some cases, of course, the financial
institutionsend up as owners of the firmsto whom they have extended
loans, a classical vertical integrationresponseto the potentialproblems
of postcontractualopportunism.10
The Plywood Co-ops' Sources of Capital

The experiences of the plywood co-ops in the Pacific Northwest
testify to the relevance of these capital marketproblems. The workers
have constituted the major source of capital both throughthe sale of
shares at the founding of the company and through subsequentloans
(in the form, for example, of the sale of further stock or deferred
earnings). Often a co-op was constrainedin its attemptto raise capital
by two factors:first, it attemptedto restrictthe numberof sharesto the
numberof workersexpected to be employed in the mill; and, second,
it tried to keep the price of the sharesto a level withinrangeof a typical
workinghousehold's wealth. Given these constraints,it is not surpris10. See, for instance, Klein, Crawford,and Alchian (1978). A similar argument
attributingthe infrequencyof workerco-ops to theirdistinctivecapitalmarketdifficulties
appearsin Bowles and Gintis (1993).
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ing that, soon afterthe foundingof a co-op venture, it was common for
the mill to returnto its worker-ownersfor more funds.
Many of the co-ops have borrowedmoney from sources other than
their workers. Short-termborrowingto build up inventories or meet
transitorycontingencies has not been difficult to obtain, but long-term
financingseems to have been moreproblematic.Borrowingfrombanks
has usually requiredmills to mortgage their equipment, plant, or inventoryor to impose ceilings on theirmember-workers'pay.1I The most
common source of outside borrowing, however, has been the Federal
Government's Small Business Administration,such loans being conditionalon the borrower'sdemonstratedinabilityto securecapitalfrom
private sources.
Co-ops have operatedat somethingof a disadvantagein capital markets. The share prices of co-ops have shown a persistenttendency to
be undervalued. In earlier research, we found that the prices of the
shares of three plywood co-ops tended to be far below the level that
would have made membershipand working in these cooperatives of
equal monetaryreturnto working in a conventional mill.'2 There are
several possible explanationsfor this finding, but we found most plausible the propositionthat the co-ops' activities are impairedby capital
marketconsiderations.

11. Gintis (1990) argues that credit institutionspreferto make loans to enterprises
effectively controlled by a small numberof people whose behaviorcan be monitored
and directedeasily ratherthan to an enterprisewhose ownershipis diffused among the
entire work force. The plywood co-ops supply evidence of this. In a detailed study of
the finances of some co-ops, Dahl (1957) writes, "The banker must recognize that,
while he may discuss the [co-op] company's financial problems with the company
manager,he frequentlydoes not have the final say on what the companyis going to do.
Instead, the Boardof Directors[elected by the worker-members]is much more active
in handling ordinaryday-to-day problemsof the company, includingbank financing,
than is common with ordinarycorporations.This will requirethat the bankernot only
discuss affairsof the companyin the bank with the managerbut it is very likely thathe
will have to attendBoardmeetingsto explain the bank's methodof financingbefore the
company will give its approval. He may even be requested to attend stockholders'
meetings to explain to the entire group of stockholdersthe bank's position. . . The
bankerwill recognize a great difference between the Board of Directors of his bank
composed of a few bankersand successful businessmenin other lines of business, and
the boardof the plywood company" (pp. 65-66).
12. Craig and Pencavel (1992).
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The Plywood Industry and Co-ops in the Pacific Northwest
Plywood is producedby a simple process that did not alter over the
period of our data. Logs are first soaked in a tank of hot water, then
placed on a lathe where the veneer is peeled off in long strips, patched,
and cut into manageable lengths. The strips are then sorted onto a
"layup" machine that glues the veneer together into plywood, often
using heat. Some mills have no veneer lathe and purchasethe veneer
from other mills for theirown layup presses. Othermills have no layup
capacity and sell veneer.
Unlike sawmills, where great technical advances have changed the
productionprocess by computerizingthe patternof cuts andwherelabor
spansa wide spectrumof differentskills, plywood productionremained
technologically simple throughoutour sample period. The only skilled
workersused by the mill are the electricians, the machinemaintenance
workers, and the wright who designs the layout of the plant. Virtually
all other workershave skills that are rapidlyacquiredon the job. However, thereareopportunitiesfor workersto exhibit superiorproductivity
such as in determiningthe width of veneer to be cut, in minimizing
wastage from the raw material, and in workingquickly and accurately.
The Plywood Cooperatives

In 1960, 99 percent of U.S. productionof plywood came from the
Pacific Northwest (table 1, column 2). The depletion of first-growth
timber lands and environmental restrictions on logging have since
moved the locus of productionto the South. The plywood cooperatives
have remainedan importantpartof the industrywithin the Northwest,
however. Thus, in 1990, in the state of Washingtonalone, seven of the
thirteen plywood mills were cooperatives. Each mill produces a very
small fractionof total U.S. production,and it is customaryto treateach
mill as a price-takerin its marketsfor outputand for log inputs.
Plywood and timber prices are volatile and have displayed some
remarkablemovementsover the past thirtyyears.13Columns4 and 5 of
table 1 recordthe real price of Western plywood and the real price of
13. This flatly contradictsMeade's (1972) assertionthat a necessary condition for
cooperativeenterprisesto thrive is an industrywhere "the risk of fluctuationsin the
demandfor the productmust not be too great" (p. 427).
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Table 1. The PlywoodIndustry in Washington,1960-92
Plywood production

In
Washington

In Pacific
Northwest
as a share
of U.S.
production

Employment

Real price
of plywood

Real price
of logs

Year

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1.44
1.54
1.74
1.82
2.06

99.0
97.9
97.5
96.5
95.1

44.4
41.6
42.9
43.7
46.7

119.3
116.4
112.1
115.2
111.5

84.1
70.4
63.0
70.4
91.8

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

2.07
2.02
1.85
2.06
1.80

90.9
84.4
78.1
76.6
72.3

46.2
46.6
44.0
45.9
45.2

109.4
106.3
100.0
126.0
130.7

102.5
113.8
100.0
147.3
196.7

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1.80
2.07
2.25
2.23
1.85

70.5
67.3
65.1
64.0
61.4

42.2
43.4
47.3
49.1
49.7

102.5
110.6
129.4
145.0
117.6

86.4
94.5
161.8
286.6
344.2

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1.72
1.89
2.01
2.08
1.73

57.9
56.5
55.1
54.2
51.5

43.8
51.0
53.9
55.1
52.6

116.0
133.8
149.6
154.8
139.6

222.0
236.7
321.6
337.0
442.4

raw timber, respectively, from 1960. While the real price of plywood
was lower in the late 1980s thanits level 25 yearsearlier,real log prices
were very much higher. The declining profitabilityof the industryin
the Northwestis evident.14
The co-ops are differentfrom one anotherin manydetails, so a brief
descriptionof them masksthis heterogeneity.15 Each memberof the coop must own one (and often no more thanone) share. Regardlessof the
number of shares held, each member has a single vote to select the
14. The reasons for the rise in the price of softwood timberin the past seven years
are discussed in Shull and Zager (1994).
15. Outstandingdescriptionsof the co-ops are provided by Berman(1967); Dahl
(1957); and Gunn(1984).
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Table 1. (continued)
Plywood production

Year

In
Washington
(1)

In Pacific
Northwest
as a share
of U.S.
production
(2)

Employment
(3)

Real price
of plywood
(4)

Real price
of logs
(5)

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

1.33
1.38
1.17
1.37
1.54

47.6
42.9
39.5
40.2
38.9

46.5
44.4
39.0
41.1
41.0

115.7
106.9
94.3
101.5
98.1

412.5
240.0
102.0
140.8
116.0

1985
1986
1987

1.65
1.72
1.71

37.5
37.7
37.8

37.3
36.7
39.2

98.5
103.5
97.5

123.1
157.6
194.8

1988

1.59

35.2

40.5

95.4

243.0

1989

1.46

30.9

42.2

105.5

300.4

1990
1991
1992

1.26
1.17
1.16

27.6
25.5
23.0

40.4
38.0
36.1

97.7
96.2
117.0

352.0
234.7
319.0

atndTrade in Northwest Forest Industries
Sources: All these wood products data are from Production, Prices, Emplomvttent
(Portland, Ore.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research Station), various issues. The
U.S. producer price index is from EcotionoicReport of the President, February 1994, p. 343.
(1) Plywood production in the state of Washington in thousand million square feet, 3/8 inch basis. Before 1983, the
statistics relate to plywood only. From 1983, they refer to plywood, waferboard, and oriented strand board.
(2) Softwood plywood production in Washington, Oregon, and California as a percent of total U.S. production.
(3) Employment (in thousands) in lumber and wood products industries in the state of Washington. The industries cover
logging, lumber, plywood. poles and piling, and miscellaneous wood products. Furniture, paper, and allied products are
excluded.
(4) Real price of softwood plywood (1967 = 100). The numerator is the price (in dollars per thousand square feet) of
sheathing, western exterior, 3/8 inch, CD, net f.o.b. mill. The denominator is the total finished goods U.S. producer price
index.
(5) Real price of sawtimber (1967 = 100). The numeratoris the price (in dollars per thousand board feet) of sawtimber
(all species) sold on National Forests in the Pacific Northwest Region. The denominator is the total finished goods U.S.
producer price index.

board of directorswho themselves are worker-membersof the co-op.
Turnoverof board membersis usually high. The by-laws of the companies specify annual meetings of all stockholders, though special
stockholdermeetings are frequentlyconvened. The generalmanageris
hired by the boardof directors, and often he is not an owner.
All the co-ops employ workerswho are not members, though these
have normally constituted a minority of the workers. Some of these
nonmembersare planning to purchase a share when they have accumulatedsome wealth and when a share becomes available. Othersare
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machine maintenanceworkersor electriciansor glue spreaders-all of
whom undertakedistinctly different work.'6
The perennialconcernof the championsof worker-ownershipis that
co-ops "degenerate" from a pureform in which all workersare owners
and all owners are workersto a conventionalfirm in which ownership
is concentratedin the hands of a few people and most workers are
employees. Indeed, by purchasingthe shares of departingmembers,
the firstplywood co-op (establishedin 1921), OlympiaVeneer, steadily
shed its cooperativecharacterover time so that when the mill was sold
in the early 1950s only a few of the workers were shareholders.Our
irregulardata on membership-employmentratios suggest a tendency
toward "degeneration" in the plywood co-ops since the late 1950s
although, given the shortcomingsof the data, the inference is not a
confidentone. 17
Upon leaving the firm, a co-op member's sale of stock has to be
ratifiedby the boardof directors.Usually, to sustain a work force with
desirable qualities, a new buyer has to work in the co-op for a probationaryperiodbefore the sale is approved(unless the buyerhas already
been working in the mill). A shareholderis given preference in employment over a nonmember,and worksharingis a common response
to adversitybefore layoffs arecontemplated.In surveys, membersstate
that their principalconcern is with their weekly earnings where these
earningsare relatedto their inputof time, not to their stock ownership.
The Conventional Mills

The unionized mills operateundera contractthat embracesmost of
the unionized lumber workers in the Pacific Northwest. Plywood mill
employees constituteless than 5 percentof the total union membership
covered by the collective bargainingagreement, which is usually negotiated for a two-year period (thoughone-, three-, and four-yearcontractswere also negotiatedduringour sample period). Once negotiated
at the regionallevel, the collective bargainingcontractis often modified
16. From his survey of the co-op mills, Greenberg(1986) argues that nonmember
workersare typically well treated:"hired workersare a minorityin the cooperatives,
. . . they are a highly diverse groupmanyof whom exercise considerableinfluenceand
receive considerablebenefits, and . . . theirpresencedoes not substantiallydamagethe
standingof cooperativesas democraticworkplaces" (p. 62).
17. Craig and Pencavel (1992).
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to fit the circumstancesof each mill. Frequently,this amountsto maintainingexisting wage differentialsamongmills. Withineach mill, wage
differentialsrangeby a factorof about2.5 fromthe lowest to the highest
paid workers.Though such differentialsare narrowby the standardsof
many manufacturingcontracts, they are wide by comparisonwith the
co-ops whereall workers(with only a few exceptions) arepaid the same
hourly wages.
The few complete contractsavailable to us from the classical mills
were written by humanresource consultants. The pay differentialsby
job category were broadly based on the union contracts, though with
fewer categories in the classical mills.
Births and Deaths of Cooperative Mills

As arguedat the beginningof this paper, there are necessarily omitted variablesin the productionfunctions we (and others) estimate, and
this raises questions about the meaning of any unobserveddifferences
among the enterprises.The primaryconcernis whether, in their spatial
distributionin the Pacific Northwest, the co-op plywood mills are a
randomselection of all firms. The argumentagainstrandomnessof this
sort would run as follows: those mills expecting to gain most from
worker ownership and managementare those that are more likely to
organize in that form, in which case the observedproductivity-participation relationshiptells us more about the explanationsfor the pattern
of workerownershipthanaboutthe impactof cooperativeorganization
on productivity.
This is potentially a profoundproblemin interpretingany observed
correlationbetween productivityand participation.It suggests not that
participationhas an impact upon productivity,but that those firms offering superiorreturnsto participationbecome cooperatives.18The sort
of experimentwe would like to conduct is to select randomlya subset
of all firms, to convert these to cooperative ventures, and then to observe the subsequentchange in output per input. Because we cannot
conduct this experiment, we may ask whetherthe choice of organiza18. The same type of problemarises in studiesrestrictedto workercooperativesthat
draw inferencesfrom indicatorsof the natureof workerparticipation(such as amount
of capital loaned per worker).This is recognizedin Estrin,Jones, and Svejnar's(1987)
study of French,British, and Italiancooperatives.
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tional form between conventional plywood mills and co-op plywood
mills in the Pacific Northwestis independentof productivity.
The recordof the formationand demise of particularplywood mills
suggests a numberof factors relevant in accountingfor the patternof
co-op and conventionalorganizationalform. It is difficult, however, to
findsolid evidence suggestingthatan idiosyncraticproductivityelement
is an importantcomponentof the explanationfor the incidence of cooperatives. Thoughthe Pacific Northwesthas long had a traditionsympathetic to workercooperative enterprises, the extension of the co-op
organizationin the plywood industryhas much to do with the example
provided by the Olympia Veneer Company. After some initial adversity, the mill became extraordinarilyprofitableand served as the prototype for subsequentco-ops.
Most of the co-op mills were set up in the decade after the Second
World War. Some built their own mills from scratch, while others
acquiredexisting mills from owners who wantedto cease their involvement in the industry.The organizerswere usually groupsof individuals
who plannedto work in the mills they established, but there have also
been a number of instances in which individual entrepreneurshave
provided the organizationalimpetus for the formationof these mills.
Typically these entrepreneurshave hadlittle interestin actuallyworking
in the mills and have sought short-termreturnsfrom their ventures.
When existing plants have been converted to co-ops, the private
owner has sold out because of low or negative profits. In these instances, the co-op often startedout with the liability of an old plant or
depleted raw materialsupplies. Some of these venturesfailed, and the
mill ultimatelyceased productionor was sold to privateinvestors. But
in a numberof cases, afteryears of uncertainty,the worker-ownersput
the mills on new and successful footings. Though some of the co-ops
convertedto conventionalfirmsbecause of financialdifficulties, others
converted because of the opportunityof great financial returns:the
classic example is provided by the Olympia Veneer Company, which
sold out to the United States Plywood Corporationin 1954. The evidence we have garnereddoes not suggest any materialdifference between the failure rates of conventional and co-op mills. We estimate
the co-ops' share of productionin the region in the 1968-86 period
remainedbetween 40 and 50 percent.
There is nothing in this account to suggest that the incidence of
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cooperativeplywood mills withinthe region is influencedby productivity factors specific to that type of organization. The patternof co-op
mills has more to do with the initiative and attitudes of groups of
workingpeople whenpresentedwith opportunitiesthatwere not specific
to one organizationalform or the other. None of the co-ops examined
in this paperwas establishedduringthe period understudy. Therefore,
even if there were specific advantagesto co-op organizationat the time
the co-ops were formed, the advantagesare likely to have expiredmany
years ago.

Data Description
The data we collected derive from a variety of sources. One source,
the Departmentof NaturalResources of the state of Washington, collected informationon all plywood mills in the state biennially, so our
data are available every other year from 1968 to 1986.19Information
on the cooperatives was taken from those annualreportsto which we
were granted access. A large amount of material was compiled, but
much of it could not be used because our work required a data set
consisting of the intersectionof the sets of input and outputquantities
and input and output prices.20The result is 170 observations on 34
mills: 7 mills are cooperatives, 19 are unionized mills, and 8 are classical mills. For only three mills (one co-op, one unionized, and one
19. The Departmentof NaturalResources provided data on output, the inputs of
logs, species of treeused, andtypes of machinery.In addition,individualestablishments
submittedemploymentand compensationinformationto the EmploymentSecurityDepartmentof the state. Unions collected records for their individualpension funds on
hours and earnings, and the national union headquartersmade some data available.
Finally, individualmills and publishedindustrysources filled in some gaps in the data.
For an analysis of the accuracyof our data, see the appendixto Craig and Pencavel
(1992).
20. The data set used in this paper differs from that used in our article for the
AmericanEconomicReview (Craigand Pencavel, 1992). For the researchreportedhere
we requiredinformationon the input of log raw materials that was lacking for 27
observations.This reduces the numberof observationsfrom 200 to 173. The data set
here is smallerthanthatused in ourJournal of Political Economyarticle(Pencavel and
Craig, 1994) becausewe ejectedthreeobservationswherethe values of the raw material
inputswere distinct outliers. This reducesthe numberof observationsfrom 173 to 170.
(The inclusionof these threeoutliers never had any effect on the point estimatesof the
equationsreportedbelow.)
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classical) are there observationsin each (even-numbered)year, so the
data set is unbalanced. We calculate that our sample constitutes 49.7
percent of all active mills over these years, 37.5 percent of co-ops,
67.8 percent of unionized mills, and 34.0 percent of classical mills.
Hence, our inferencesbelow aboutthe populationof plywood mills rest
upon a relatively large sample of firms.
The decomposition of our observationsby type of firm and by production is provided in table 2. Most of the 36 observations on the
cooperatives are on mills that produceonly plywood. None of the coops specializes in veneer production. By contrast, two-thirds of the
classical mills specialize in the productionof veneer. Evidently, the
threeorganizationalforms (cooperatives,classical mills, andunionized
mills) are not equally distributedacross the three types of production,
so care mustbe takento ensurethatany productivitydifferences among
the organizationsare not attributableto variationsin their production
type.
Average values of inputs and output are given in table 3. Outputis
an annual aggregatein squarefeet of softwood plywood and veneer.2'
Worker-hoursare measured per year and calculated by forming the
productof the numberof workers and annualhours per worker.22The
input of logs is also measuredannually in terms of thousandsof feet
consumed. We collected informationon a numberof types of machines,
but we reportresults in this paper using as a measureof capital input
the length in feet of the mill's largest lathe. The lathe is the mill's most
critical machine, and measures of other machineryinputs are highly
correlatedwith lathe size.
The mills vary little in theirproductionmethods, and certainlythere
is no meaningful difference between the co-ops and the conventional
firms in the vintage of machines and technology of production. As
Greenbergremarks, "the technical productionprocesses, the composition of the machinery,the optimal level of operationof that machinery, and the division of labor are virtually identical in all the plywood
plants. Unless one is especially knowledgeableand blessed with a dis21. Softwoodplywood and veneer (and a very little hardwood)are aggregatedusing
region-specificcurrentprices and then deflatedby an overall plywood producerprice
index.
22. Annual hours per worker are the numberof days operatedper year times the
numberof hoursper shift.
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cerning eye, one cannot easily tell the difference in the actual production process between cooperative and conventional firms."23This is
interestingin view of the argumentsometimes voiced that employers
at conventional firmsfoist on their employees working conditions that
the employees resent. In particular, some sociological literatureassumes that workerownershipwould reduce, if not eliminate, the alienation of workers from their productionactivities. There is absolutely
no evidence of this from the plywood cooperatives where "workershareholdersin the cooperativesgo aboutproducingplywood in almost
exactly the same mind- and body-numbingways as workersin conventional mills. "24 Indeed, on one measureof workerwelfare-the incidence of accidents-the cooperatives are more alienatingworkplaces:
"the plywood cooperatives are by far the most dangerous places to
work in the entire plywood industry.'"25
According to table 3, the average output and employment of the
cooperatives are similar to those of the unionized mills. The classical
mills are between one-third and one-half the size of the other mills.
The industryhas used two primarymethods to measureproductivity,
and the values of both of these are listed in table 3. One is outputper
worker-hour,and the other is outputper inputof logs, the lattersometimes called the log recovery ratio.26Both of these measures have
23. Greenberg(1986, p. 40). Greenberglater notes that "the productionprocess in
cooperativeand conventionalmills is indistinguishable"(p. 81).
24. Ibid., pp. 83-84.
25. Ibid., pp. 84-85. In Greenberg'ssurvey, the mill with the greatestconcernfor
safety was a conventionalmill. He conjecturesthat the OccupationalSafety and Health
Administration(OSHA)spendsless time monitoringthe cooperativesunderthe mistaken
belief thatworker-ownedmills will be especially alertto theirown safety and, therefore,
requireless regulation. In his own study, Grunberg(1991) suggested that part of the
"staggering" difference in injuries between cooperativesand conventionalmills was
attributableto the co-ops' greaterreadinessto reportaccidents. The state's system for
compensatingworkersfor theirinjuriesprovidesincentivesfor reportingsuch accidents,
andthe relativeabsenceof supervisorsin the co-op mills madeit easierfor co-op workers
to claim work-relatedinjuries.However, Grunbergbelieved thatthe differencebetween
co-op and conventionalmills was not entirely a reportingdifference and that "safety
has been a matterof very low priorityin the co-operatives"(p. 117).
26. It was primarilyon the basis of output per worker-hourthat in the 1950s the
cooperativesin the plywood industrywere said to be moreproductivethanthe conventional firms. In Grunberg's(1991) more recent survey, output per worker-hourwas
higher among the conventional mills. Berman and Berman (1989, p. 290) compute
outputper workerfor the plywood mills in the years 1963, 1967, 1972, 1976, and 1977.
In each year, there is no statisticallysignificantdifference(even at the 10 percentlevel)
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shortcomingsas productivityindicators.If outputis measuredin physical terms (conventionally3/8 inch equivalentbasis), the quality of the
finished productis being neglected, and there are correspondingconcerns with respect to the quality of log inputs. The effective input of
labor may well differ from labor time when there are opportunitiesfor
people to work more or less effectively and conscientiously. These are
familiar difficulties in research on productivitymeasurement,though
they are less severe in this instance insofar as the varianceof unmeasured componentsis smaller within an industryand region than across
industriesand regions.
In table 3, average values of outputper worker-hour(labor productivity) are consistently higher for the classical firms, but there is little
difference between the co-ops and the unionized mills. By contrast,
average values of outputper log input (materialproductivity)are usually higher for the co-ops and the unionized mills and lowest for the
classical mills. This implies quite differentlabor-logratios as shown in
the last line: computed over all productiontypes, the average ratio of
worker-hoursto log inputs in cooperative and unionized mills is more
thandouble its value in classical mills. These differencesin inputratios
are less markedin mills specializing in plywood and in veneer production. Outputper size of largestlathe (XIK)is consistentlyhighest among
the unionized mills and usually lowest among the classical mills.
One difficulty with the values of productivityin table 3 arises from
the fact that the data are not a balanced panel, so differences in the
mixture of observations across firm types by year may influence the
mean values. Table 4 reportsproportionatedifferences in productivity,
first, between co-ops and classical firms and, second, between unionized firmsand classical firmsafter adjustingfor variationsin the distributionof observationsover time. The entriesin table 4 areleast-squares
estimates of the parametersa, and a2 in the following equation:
(1)

ln(X/Zj)i,

=

ao; +

a,jCi

+

a2jU;

+

Eta3tY,

+

Uitj

whereX denotes output, Zj representsthe use of inputj, Ci is an indicatorfor a co-op mill, Ui is an indicatorfor a unionized mill, and Y,is
an indicatorfor year t. The Ujare stochastic disturbanceterms.
between the co-ops and the conventionalfirms except in 1977, when the conventional
firmsare reportedas being 20 percentmore productive.
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The adjusteddifferences in laborproductivityin table 4 still suggest
that classical firms are the most efficient.27However, the differences
are now smallerthanthose implied by the raw means in table 3. Among
the largest productiongroup, mills specializing in plywood, the co-op
mills are 16 percent less productivethan classical mills, whereas unionized mills are 13 percentless productive.Even this differencewould
not be judged as significantly less than zero by the usual statistical
criteria.
The superiorraw materialproductivityof the co-ops and unionized
mills also falls in table 4 comparedwith the values in table 3. The raw
materialproductivityof the co-ops is 36 percentgreater(in logarithmic
units) than the classical mills, and the material productivity of the
unionized mills is 19 percent greaterthan the classical mills. The implied labor-log input ratios are correspondinglysmaller though they
remainsizable: averagedover all productiontypes, the ratioof workerhours to raw material inputs is 74 percent greater in co-ops and 59
percent greaterin unionized mills than in classical mills.
Table 4 also presents some average ratios of output per machine.
The ratio of outputto the size of the mill's largest lathe is XIK. These
output-machineratios are very much higher in co-op mills and in unionized mills than in classical mills. There is no meaningfuldifference
between co-ops and unionizedmills, however. Indeed, this seems to be
a general finding: whereas the classical mills' output-inputratios are
differentfrom the other mills, there is little difference between the coops and the unionized mills.
In discussing table 4, we have concentratedon those estimates corresponding to the columns "all mills" because, for each measure of
productivity,standardF-tests indicateno significantdifferences(applying conventional statistical criteria) among the productivityestimates
according to the degree of productspecialization. Indeed, throughout
our research,it was a common findingthat differences amongthe three
types of mills according to their product specialization (that is, mills
producingplywood only, mills producingveneer only, and mills producing both plywood and veneer) were not statistically significant by
customarystandards.Hence, in what follows, we concentrateon dif27. The numbersin parenthesesin table 4 are the least-squaresestimatedstandard
errors.For the estimatesof a, anda2 in the column "all mills" in table 4, dichotomous
variablesidentifyingveneer only and plywood only mills are addedto equation 1.
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ferences among co-ops, unionized mills, and classical mills for the
entire sample of 170 observations.

Input-Output Ratios, Production Functions, and
Supply Functions
The previous section concludedby presentinginformationon inputoutputratios, so it is useful to startour analysis there.
Input-Output Ratios

A naturalconcern with the productivitydifferencesreportedin table
4 is that no account is taken of differences in input and output prices
facing these mills. Though these prices are predeterminedto these
mills, there are systematicprice differences at a given time attributable
primarilyto variationsin the quality of the outputsold and log inputs
purchased. Most of the sample variation in prices is over time, and
relativelylittle is across firms,28butthereremainssome variationacross
firm types as indicated in the last lines of table 4. There are small
differences in the price of outputandof log inputsacrossthe firmtypes,
but unionizedwages are about 14 percenthigherthanwages in classical
mills.
This concern with the role of prices arises, of course, out of rudimentary notions that firms do not randomly select their inputs and
outputs,butdo so with regardto some objectives. To determinewhether
the inferences from table 4 are affected by controllingfor prices, consider augmentingequation 1 so that productivityequations of the following form are estimated:
(2)

ln(X/Zj)i,= aoj + aljCi + a2jU; + a3j(PONLY)i,+ a4j(VONLY)i,
+ a5jln(pj/p,)i, + a6jlnZ>j,+ a7jT, + Ei,j.

Again, X stands for output, and Zj for the use of inputj. The price
of (plywood or veneer) outputis po, and the price of inputj is pj. C is
a dichotomousvariable taking the value of unity for co-op mills, and
28. Eighty-eight percent and 90 percent, respectively, of the variation in the logarithm of output prices and in the logarithm of log input prices are removed by yearly
dummy variables alone.
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U is a dichotomous variable taking the value of unity for unionized
mills. The omitted firm type is, therefore, the classical mill. PONLY
andVONLYarealso dichotomousvariables,the formeridentifyingmills
producingonly plywood and the latteridentifyingmills producingonly
veneer. The integratedfirm producingboth veneer and plywood thus
constitutes the omitted category.29A linear time trend is indicated by
T,.30 The E are stochastic errorterms.
The purposeof these equationsis to measureproductivitydifferences
by type of firm, holding constant three classes of variables:first, the
degree to which the mills specialize in their production (hence the
presence of PONLYand VONLY);second, relative prices; and, third,
the generalscale of productionin recognitionof any nonconstantreturns
to scale (which explains the presence of Zj on the right-handside of
these equations).3'
The instrumentalvariable estimates of equation 2 are presentedin
29. Note thatthereis a time subscripton PONLYand VONLY.In most cases, a mill
remainedin one of the three stages of productionthroughoutthe time period. In a few
cases, thereareinstancesof a mill thatusuallyspecializesin veneer(plywood)producing
a little plywood (veneer).
30. All these equationswere estimatedwith dummyvariablesfor eachyear replacing
the linear time trend. The differences in inferencesbetween the two specificationsare
very small.
31. These equationsmay be rationalizedas first-orderconditionsfrom a production
functionof the following form:
X

= A(e,j"j)

where A?0 is usually designateda neutralefficiency parameterand, once the normalization Y_ -- 1 is imposed, the ,?0 may be interpretedas distributionalparameters.
The delta and Ojshouldbe of the same sign. The values of the 4 parametersdependupon
the units in which the inputsare measured.This functiondoes not imposehomotheticity,
it is compatiblewith increasing,decreasing,or constantreturnsto scale, and the partial
elasticitiesof substitutionamongthe inputsneed not be constant.The ratiosof the partial
elasticities of substitutionare independentof the levels of inputs and output. If inputs
are selected such that the values of marginalproductsare equal to input prices, the
following output-inputequationsare implied:
ln(XIZ,) = (1 - 6)'ln(80y-"lq1) + (1 - 8)-'ln(pj1pO)
+ (6 - Oj)(1 -

)-'lnZ

?+ vj

(1 - 6) -' Xj. These equationsareequivalentto equation
andvj =
whereNq= A
2 providedthe ln-qjterms are linear functionsof C;, Ui, PONLYi,,VONLYi,,and time
andprovidedthe vj are treatedas stochasticdisturbancetermsthatvary across mills and
over time. Accordingto this interpretationof equation2, the technicalefficiency parameter (A) or the distributionalparameters(4j) of the productionfunctionvary by type of
firm (C; and Uj), but the otherparameters(0,, XA,and 6) do not.
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Table5. InstrumentalVariableEstimates of Equation 2
Variable

Intercept
C;

Worker-hours

1.315
(0.588)
-0.108

(0.206)
U;

-0.154

(0.180)
(PONLY)i,

-0.035

Logs

Lathe

0.896
(0.238)

3.110
(0.993)

0.583

1.100

(0.123)

(0.212)

0.457

1.007

(0.100)

(0.166)

-0.138

0.056

(0.116)

(0.086)

(0.143)

(1VONLY)i,

-0.665
(0.152)

-1.106
(0.101)

-1.266
(0.165)

ln(p/pO)j,

-0.109
(0.148)

-0.183
(0.214)

-0.530
(0.214)

InZji,

-0.183
(0.090)

-0.341
(0.043)

- 1.186
(0.182)

T,

-0.001
(0.009)

-0.002
(0.007)

0.006
(0.015)

Source: Authors' data.
Note: In each instance, InZj is treated as endogenous as is the hourly wage for cooperative mills. The instrumental
variables are the price of output, the price of logs, the price of machinery, the wage rate for the classical and unionized
mills, and dummy variables for each mill and for each year. The price variables are interacted with Ui and C;. Standard
errors are in parentheses.

table 5.32 The laborproductivityof co-ops and unionizedmills remains
lower than that of the classical mills, though the differences are not
significantly different from zero. Measured in terms of logarithmic
differences, the output to log-input ratio of the co-ops is about 58
percenthigher and of the unionizedmills 46 percenthigherthanthatof
the classical mills. The two equations describing variations in output
per machine suggest very much higher productivityin the unionized
and cooperative mills. In other words, these equations suggest that,
with the exception of outputper worker-hour,productivityis higher in
both the co-op and unionized mills than in the classical mills. In all of
the productivityequations, the hypothesis of no difference in produc32. In these equations, the logarithmof the input on the right-handside of each
equationis treatedas endogenousas is the hourly wage for the cooperativemills. The
variablesserving as instrumentsare the price of output, the price of logs, the price of
machinery,the wage rate (for the unionizedand classical mills), and dummiesfor each
year and each mill. In these instruments,the price variables and time dummies are
interactedwith Ci and Ui.

T,

b. a.
N.A.
Note:
Source:
Not
Ordinary

U;
ln(logs)j,
ln(lathes)j,

(PONLY)i,
(VONLY)i,

j
Table
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tivity between the cooperativemills and the unionized mills cannot be
rejected. The mills specializing in the productionof veneer have lower
productivity,but there is little difference between the integratedmills
and those specializing in the manufactureof plywood.33
Hence the estimatesin table5 indicatehigherlevels of averageoutput
per materialsand of averageoutputper machinein the co-op mills and
the unionized mills, holding constantscale effects, relative prices, and
type of production. This suggests differences in the productionfunctions by type of firm, and it is to this issue that we now turn.
Production Functions

A simple reparameterizationof equation2 yields a productionfunction. That is, if relative prices in equation2 are replacedwith all input
quantities, a familiarCobb-Douglasproductionfunction results:
(3)

ln(X/Zj)i, = bo + b1Cj + b3Ui + b3(PONLY)i,+ b4(VONLY)i,
+

1k

b5klnZ4'kit

+ b6T, + ui,

where ui, is a stochastic errorterm. Providedall inputs are includedon
the right-hand side of equation 3, at least with least squares, it is
immaterialwhich input,Zj, is used to normalizeoutputon the left-hand
side of the equation.34
The first two columns of table 6 contain least-squares (OLS) and
33. If the estimates in table 5 are interpretedin terms of the productionfunction
specified in footnote 31, the statistical significanceof the coefficients on C; and Ui in
the outputper materialsand the outputper lathe equationstogetherwith the apparent
lack of significanceof these coefficients in the outputper worker-hoursequationmust
imply that the distributionalparametersattachedto materialsand to machines, the 4,
vary across type of firms.
34. A considerableamountof effort was devotedto the estimationof otherforms of
the productionfunction such as the translog and quadratic.(By quadratic,we mean
specifying outputto be a second-orderTaylor series expansionin the inputs, not in the
logarithmof inputs.)To be interpretedas meaningfulproductionfunctions,ourestimates
mustsatisfy two criteria:first, the law of diminishingreturnsshouldapplyto each input,
holding constant other inputs at their mean values; and, second, marginalproducts
should be positive at input levels actually observed. Our estimates of the translogand
quadraticproductionfunctions did not always satisfy these two requirements.For at
least one type of firm (not the same type), these specificationsdid not deliver an economically meaningfultechnology. For this reason, we concentrateon the estimates of
the Cobb-Douglasfunctionthat we interpretas simply a log-linearapproximationto the
technology.
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instrumentalvariable (INV) estimates of equation 3. In the case of
instrumentalvariables, all inputs are treatedas endogenous, and input
and output prices serve as instrumentsin addition to year and firm
dummyvariables. The Zjused to normalizeoutputis worker-hours,and
the inputs consist of worker-hours,logs, and maximumlathe length.
The coefficient on worker-hoursimplies an elasticity of output with
respect to worker-hoursof about 0.4. The elasticity of output with
respect to log inputs is 0.53, and a negative elasticity is computedfor
machines.35
These estimates suggest that the co-ops are 13 to 15 percent more
productive than are the classical mills. However, the coefficients on
neither the co-op dummy nor the union dummy variables, Ci and Ui,
respectively, would be regardedas significantlydifferentfrom zero by
conventionalcriteria.
These estimatesimposethe same input-outputelasticities on the three
types of firms. This is relaxed in the estimates reportedin the other
columns, where equation 3 is fitted to the observations on co-ops,
unionized mills, and classical mills separately.36According to these
estimates, the coefficient on worker-hoursis similar across the three
types of firms. However, the coefficientson raw materialsandmachines
appeardifferent. With respect to the coefficients attachedto the input
of logs, the elasticity is lowest for the co-ops and highest for the classical mills. These estimated elasticities are negatively correlatedwith
the average values of output per log input reported in the previous
35. Bermanand Berman(1989) also estimate Cobb-Douglasproductionfunctions
to pooled cross-sectiontime-series observationsof the plywood industryin the Pacific
Northwest.They derive theirdata from the Census of Manufacturesfor the years 1958,
1963, 1967, 1972, 1976, and 1977. Their inputs are employment, the book value of
gross depreciableassets divided by the GNP implicit price deflator, and the ratio of
outputto maximumfeasible output, which they label as a capacityutilizationmeasure.
The input of log raw materialsis omitted. They introducefixed-yeareffects, which in
their results for the combined sample are not individuallysignificantlydifferent from
zero. Not surprisingly, the ratio of output to maximum feasible output is strongly
correlatedwith output (the left-hand-sidevariable). In their combined sample, other
things equal, a cooperative mill is estimated to produce about 19 percent less than a
conventionalmill, and this estimateis significantlyless thanzero at the 1 percentlevel
(p. 292). No distinction is made between unionized and nonunionizedconventional
mills.
36. We estimatedall equationsusing differenttechniquessuch as adjustingstandard
errorsto recognize the unbalancednatureof the panel and also allowing each mill to
have its specific randomeffect. Ourresults were very similarto those reported.
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sections. According to the X!G ratios in table 4 and also accordingto
the estimates attachedto Ci and Ui in the second column of table 5,
average values of output per log input are highest among the co-ops
andlowest amongthe classical firms. Using 0 to denoteclassical mills,
C the co-op mills, and U the unionized mills, the orderingof average
values of outputper log input is
(X/G)C > (XIG)U > (XIG)?.

By contrast, letting y be the estimated coefficient on the logarithmof
the input of logs in table 6, the orderingof the values of y by firmtype
is
y 0>

yu >

.yc

This patternof values of X/G and of y is exactly that implied by a
log-linear productionfunction if the three types of firms face approximatelythe sameoutputandlog inputprices andif log inputsare selected
such that the value of the marginalproductof logs equals the price of
logs. In this situation,because the marginalproductof logs in the CobbDouglas productionfunction is -yX/G,equality of input prices implies
that relatively high values of -y are offset by relatively low values of
XIG.

This argumentsuggests, therefore, that the observed differences in
outputper log inputacross the three types of firmsare the consequence
of differences in the elasticity of output with respect to log inputs in
the productionfunctions of the three types of firms. The elasticity is
lowest for the co-op mills, and accordingly they economize on their
input of logs relative to their output; the elasticity is largest for the
classical mills, and accordinglythey make relatively extensive use of
log inputs given their output.37
This reasoning is based on the point estimates of the production
functions reportedin table 6. Let us consider whetherthe differences
in the point estimatesreportedin table 6 would be judged as statistically
37. An argument along these lines applies also to the output-machine elasticities
reported in table 6. These elasticities are highest for the classical mills and least for the
unionized mills. Inspection of tables 3 and 4 indicates that the average values of XIK
are least for the classical mills and highest for the unionized mills. Again, when faced
with similar machine prices, the classical mills' production function inclines them to
make extensive use of machinery given their output, while the unionized mills' production function induces them to conserve on machinery given their output.
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Table7. Tests of Differencesin ProductionFunctions among Firm Types
InX,,= P,1(PONLY)h,+ P,2(VONLY)h, + p,,T, + o&Oj + otCC + otUi + 13(OilnLi)
+ P3c(CjlnL,)+ Pu(UjlnLiJ)+ y0(OilnGi,) + yc(ClnGi) + yu(UilnGi,)
+ 8c(C lnKi,)+ 8u(UilnKi,) + Ei,
+ 80(CilnKJ,)
Percentage p-values
OLS estimates

INV estimates

= r3u
1. PO =
2. yo = yC= Yu

46.42

23.20

0.01

0.05

3. 60 = 6c = bu
4 PO = c= 1u, y= =

72.86

39.34

-yc = YU,86 = 8c=u
5 Pc = P3U,yc= y, 6c =6u
6. PO= 3c,yO= yc, 8O= 8c

7.

p0 = Pu, yo = Yu,80= 8u

8. (xc= tui c = pu,yc= Yu,6c = 8u
8o = c
9. o= Oc, O= Pc,yo==,c 80
10. o0 =

.u [30 = PU y = yU

86= 6u

0.04

0.13

7.67

10.86

0.01

0.02

0.60

0.72

4.95

7.24

0.02

0.04

1.41

1.59

Source: Authors' data.
Note: The parameters in the equation are defined in footnote 38.

differentacross firmtypes. Assuming the disturbanceterms in the production functions, ui,, are normally distributedand applying standard
F-tests of differences among the firm types in their productionfunctions, we find the percentagep-values (or marginalsignificancelevels)
given in table 7.38
The percentagep-values in table 7 suggest that the null hypothesis
of no difference in the worker-hourselasticities and in the machine
elasticities across firm types cannot be rejected (lines 1 and 3 respectively). However, the null hypothesis of no differences in the material
inputelasticities amongfirmtypes (line 2) can be rejectedby customary
criteria. According to both the least-squaresand instrumentalvariable
estimates, the entireproductionfunctiondiffers significantlyamongthe
38. The form of the productionfunction on which the tests are based is given in
table 7: the coefficient oxis the interceptin the productionfunction, the coefficient i is
that attachedto the logarithmof worker-hours,the coefficient y is that attachedto the
logarithmof log inputs, and the coefficient8 is thatattachedto the logarithmof the size
of the mill's largest lathe. The superscript0 denotes classical mills, the superscriptC
denotes co-op mills, and the superscriptU denotes unionizedmills.
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three firm types (line 4). In general, the classical mills' production
function appears more distinctive than that of the co-ops or of the
unionized mills.39
What do the estimated productionfunctions in table 6 imply about
overall productionefficiency? Denote the vector of inputs and output
by Z and X, respectively, and let 0 be the vector of estimated inputoutputelasticities. Zi denotes the inputs actually used by mill i, and O0
representsthe input-outputelasticities estimatedwith the data for firm
type j (wherej = 0 for classical mills, U for unionized mills, and C
for co-ops). Then lnXj.representsthe logarithm of output that mill i
would have producedgiven its inputsZi andgiven the estimatedparameters O: lnXi = lInZi.0'.Hence InX?(= lInZi.0) is the logarithmof the
output of mill i when the input-outputelasticities estimatedto the observationson the classical mills, 00, areappliedto mill i's actualinputs,
Z .40 These levels of outputwere predictedfor all the mills using both
the least-squaresestimates and the instrumentalvariable estimates of
the productionfunctions.4'
Table 8 presentsthe averagevalues of these predictionsfor each type
of firm for the year 1980 and for a mill producingboth plywood and
veneer. Thus when the co-op mills are examined, the logarithmof their
observed inputs multipliedby the productionfunction parametersestimated from the classical mills' observations, 00, yields an average of
log output of 4.820. When the logarithm of each co-op's observed
inputs is multiplied by the productionfunction parametersestimated
from the unionized mills' observations, Ou,the average of the logarithm
39. In other words, accordingto line 5, the null hypothesisof no difference in the
input-outputelasticities of the co-ops' and unionizedmills' productionfunctionscannot
be rejectedby customarycriteria.The correspondingnull hypothesesregardingclassical
mills and co-op mills (line 6) and regardingclassical mills and unionizedmills (line 7)
can be rejected.
40. Correspondingly,lnXc (= lnZ; * OC)is the logarithmof outputof mill i when
the input-outputelasticities estimatedto the co-op mills, Oc, are applied to the actual
inputsused by this mill. The logarithmof outputof mill i is lnXu'(= lnZ .0u) when the
input-outputelasticities estimatedfrom the dataon the unionizedmills, Ou,are applied
to the actualinputsused by this mill.
41. The form of the productionfunction is that presentedin table 7. It allows each
firmtype to have its own interceptand its own input-outputelasticity. The effects of the
time trend and the (PONLY) and (VONLY) variables were constrainedto be the same
across the firm types. For the predictionssummarizedin table 8, the coefficients on
(PONLY) and (VONLY) are set to zero, and the time trend is assigned its value in the
year 1980.
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Table 8. Predictionsof the Logarithmof Output for ProductionFunction
Parametersof DifferentFirm Types
Co-ops'
parameters

Unionmills'
parameters

Classical
mills'
parameters

Ordinaryleast-squaresestimates
Co-op mills' inputs
Unionmills' inputs
Classicalmills' inputs

4.928
4.857
4.007

4.815
4.718
3.583

4.820
4.715
3.482

Instrumentalvariableestimates
Co-op mills' inputs
Union mills' inputs
Classicalmills' inputs

4.925
4.850
3.906

4.813
4.710
3.492

4.864
4.740
3.453

Estimates

Source: Aujthors'data.
Note: Each entry is the average value of the predictions over all mills within each firm type.

of output is 4.815. Finally, when the co-ops' productionfunction parameters, Oc, are applied to each co-op's inputs, the average of the
logarithmof output is 4.928. In other words, according to the leastsquaresestimates of the productionfunctions, the co-op estimatedparametersimply about a 10 percenthigher outputthan do the estimated
parametersfor a classical mill (4.928 - 4.820 = 0.108) when applied
to the levels of inputs actually used by the co-ops. Indeed, in each
instance, the elasticities computedwith the observationson the co-op
mills generate higher output than the elasticities estimated from the
observationson the conventionalfirms.42
A different way of assessing whether the productionfunctions of
these mills are materially different is to consider whether behavioral
equations that are derivative of the productionfunction also suggest
differences among firmtypes. For instance, if these mills face approximately the same prices of output and inputs, then (assuming similar
concernwith net revenuemaximization)differences in theirproduction
functions should imply differences in the output supply responses to
changes of prices. We now turnto consider this implication.
42. This is consistent with (thoughnot necessarilyimplied by) the estimatedcoefficients on C, in the first two columns of table 6, which suggested higher productive
efficiency for the co-op mills of 13 to 15 percent.
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Output Supply Functions

The equations reportedin the previous section related a quantity,
namelyoutput,to otherquantities,the inputs. In this section we inquire
into differences among firms in the relationshipbetween output and
prices and ask whetherthe supply functions of the co-ops are different
from the conventional firms'. There has been a large theoreticalliterature speculatingon the shape of the co-ops' outputsupply function, but
remarkablylittle persuasiveempiricalresearchon the matter.43
Following the general log-linear form of equations2 and 3, we start
with the following supply equation:
(4)

lnXit = c0 + CiC + c2UA + c3(PONLY)i,+ c4(VONLY)i,
+

c51npi,

+

c61nri,

+

c71nwi, + c8lnst +

cgTt+ vit

where p is the real price of output, r is the real price of log inputs, w
is the real hourly wage, and s is an index of the real price of machinery.44T is a linear time trend, and vi, is a stochastic disturbanceterm.
This equationwould result if the mills have a cost functionof the form
eBXY IrY2WY3SY4

and if they select an output at which their marginalcost is equal to
price. If B is a linear function of C,, Ui, (PONLY)i,, (VONLY)it, a time

trend, and a stochastic disturbance,then equation4 is implied.
Because most laboris not a hiredinputfor the co-ops, a cost function
of this form has a differentinterpretationfrom thatfor the conventional
firms. For the co-ops, the cost function is the outcome of the problem
of producing an output such that (1) the cost of raw materials and
machines plus (2) the disutility of labor is minimized. The relevant w
43. The seminal statementwas, of course, Ward (1958) who showed that under
some restrictiveassumptionsa co-op's output supply function would slope negatively
with respect to its price. AlthoughWarddemonstratedthis was not a robustresult, it
remaineda preoccupationin the theoreticalliteraturefor a long time.
44. The variables is definedas P,,(8 + p)ICPI, where p is Moody's AAA domestic
corporatebond rate, P,,,is a price index for machineryand equipmentused in manufacturing industry, 8 is an assumed depreciationrate of 0. 10, and CPI is the all items
consumerprice index. Data on p, P,Z, and CPI are found in the EconomicReportof the
President, January1993, on pages 411, 418, and 428. The variables varies over time
but not across firms.
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Table9. Least-SquaresEstimates of Output Supply Equations
Variable

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Intercept

3.401
(1.634)

3.512
(1.617)

3.356
(1.671)

-0.446
(2.387)

-0.633
(2.399)

-0.293
(2.417)

Cj

1.002
(0.199)

1.030
(0.202)

1.023
(0.200)

10.066
(3.943)

11.041
(4.075)

9.675
(3.922)

Uj

0.959
(0.159)

0.957
(0.159)

0.956
(0.159)

6.405
(2.941)

6.622
(2.958)

6.140
(2.928)

(PONLY)i,

-0.010
(0.143)

-0.007
(0.143)

-0.008
(0.143)

-0.068
(0.144)

-0.072
(0.144)

-0.061
(0.143)

(VONLY)i,

-1.315
(0.166)

-1.317
(0.167)

-1.316
(0.166)

-1.293
(0.166)

-1.288
(0.167)

-1.296
(0.167)

1.106
(0.452)

1.066
(0.446)

1.086
(0.446)

1.861
(0.567)

1.909
(0.569)

1.771
(0.554)

lnpi,
Cflnpi,N.
NAn

A.A
.

Uilnpi,

N. A.

NTA.

..
.A

- 1.897
(0.826)

- (0.850)
2.087

- 1.808
(0.821)

N. A.

N. A.

-1134
(0.609)

-1.178
(0.613)

-1.080
(0.607)

NA.

Inri,

-0.827
(0.397)

-0.811
(0.397)

-0.808
(0.393)

-0.668
(0.398)

-0.666
(0.397)

-0.633
(0.397)

Inw,,

-0.219
(0.186)

-0.102
(0.188)

-0.120
(0.186)

-0.249
(0.195)

-0.284
(0.201)

-0.208
(0.195)

Ins,

- 0.395
(0.409)

-0.414
(0.408)

-0.374
(0.422)

-0.544
(0.411)

-0.546
(0.409)

-0.509
(0.422)

0.005
(0.018)

-0.006
(0.018)

-0.003
(0.019)

-0.006
(0.018)

-0.006
(0.018)

-0.004
(0.018)

T,

Source: Authors' data.
Note: Estimated standarderrors are in parentheses.
N.A. not applicable

in the co-ops' marginal cost equation is the marginal disutility (or
opportunitycost) of labor. We use three different estimates of this
marginal disutility: first, the observed hourly real earnings of co-op
workers; second, the hourly real wage averaged each year over the
unionized firms; and third, the hourly real wage averaged each year
over the classical firms.
Columns 1, 2, and 3 of table 9 reportleast-squaresestimates of the
supply equation 4. In column 1, w for the co-op mills is taken to be
their actual real hourly earnings; in column 2, the co-ops' w is that
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predictedfrom the wage data for the union mills; in column 3, the coops' w is that predicted from the wage observations of the classical
mills. The coefficient estimates in columns 1, 2, and 3 resemble those
we would expect of firms in a competitive industry:supply rises with
respectto outputprice with an elasticity of aboutunity;andsupply falls
with respect to the price of raw materials, labor, and machinery.45
The estimates reportedin columns 4, 5, and 6 of table 9 are those
that result when equation 4 is modified to allow the outputprice elasticity, c5, to differ among the three types of firms. According to the
estimates in column 4 of table 9, the output price elasticity among
classical firms is 1.86, while that attachedto the interactionbetween
lnpi, and Ci is almost exactly equal to the negative of 1.86. In other
words, the outputprice elasticity amongthe co-op mills is considerably
lower thanthat'for the classical firms. The unionizedmills' outputprice
elasticity is about 0.7 and lies between the classical mills' and the coops'. These coefficients are not measuredwith much precision, so the
confidenceintervalsaroundthe price elasticities are regrettablyhigh.46
Nevertheless, here is evidence that the co-ops' supply response to
changes in output prices is considerably lower than that among the
classical firms, just as some of the theoreticalliteraturehas surmised.
Indeed, some of the conventional firms in the plywood industryhave
complainedof the co-ops' price-insensitivebehavior.47
45. The coefficient of approximatelyunity on C, implies that, at the same prices,
the co-ops' supply is about twice in logarithmicunits that of the classical firms. This
large difference is the consequenceof the omission of factors in equation4 accounting
for plant size, the co-ops and the unionizedmills having considerablylargerplantsthan
the classical mills. The difference between the estimatedcoefficients on C, and on Ui
imply that, at the same prices, the co-ops supply between 4 and 7 percentmore output
than do the unionized firms. This difference between the co-ops and the union mills
would not be judged as significantlydifferentfrom zero by the customarycriteria.
46. A test of the hypothesis that the coefficients on the interactionsterms (that is,
the coefficients on Cilnpi,and Uilnpi,)are jointly zero yields a p-value of 4.75 percent
for the estimates in column 4. The test statisticsfor the othercolumns are very similar.
Note the largercoefficients estimatedfor the dummyvariablesCi and Ui in columns 4,
5, and 6. This is to be expected: if the co-ops' output-priceelasticity is very low, then
naturallythe supplycurvewill rotateclockwise aroundthe centraltendencyof its outputprice observationsand generate a higher intercept.The same argumentapplies to the
unionizedmills thoughthe output-priceelasticity is not as small as it is for the co-ops
so the union mills' estimatedinterceptis not as large.
47. Writingin 1967, Bermanobserves, "The worker-ownedcompanies are notorious in the industryfor maintaininghigh-level outputregardlessof marketconditions,
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The equations whose estimates are reportedin columns 4, 5, and 6
of table 9 permitthe outputprice coefficients to vary by firmtype, but
restrict the other price coefficients to be the same. The estimates in
table 10 relax this constraint by presenting estimates of equation 4
separatelyby firm type.48Naturally, the estimates are very much less
precise. The point estimates suggest that, in theiroutputresponses, the
classical mills are very sensitive to the price of output, raw material
inputs, and machinery. By contrast, the co-ops' supply is much less
responsive to changes in input and output prices.49The estimates for
unionized firms seem to fall between those of the classical firms and
those of the co-ops.
These differences in the outputsupply equationsare consistent with
the differences in the point estimates of the productionfunctions in
table 6. In particular,where the input-outputelasticities of the production function are higher, the output-priceresponsesof the supply equation should also be greater. The classical firms tend to have higher
output-inputelasticities for raw materialsand machinesthando the coop mills, and correspondingly the classical mills' output-price responses tend to be larger in absolute value.
Of course, an alternativeexplanationfor the differencesbetween the
output-priceresponses in table 10 of conventional firms and those of
the co-ops is that they have differentobjectives. For instance, a co-op
may maximize an objective function that has as argumentsnot merely
net revenues, but also the employmentof its members. In this circumstance, even if the productionfunctionsof the co-op mills were identical
to those of the conventional firms, their output-priceresponses would
be different. These responses would depend upon the relative weight
of employmentand net revenues in theirobjective function. Therefore,
as their tendencyto continuefive- and even six-day operationshas been widely blamed
for aggravatingpricedepression"(p. 199). Dahl (1957, p. 59) wrotethat"the privatelyowned mills . . . are particularlybitterbecausethe worker-ownedplantsoperatecontinuously regardlessof marketconditions."
48. As before, the estimatesin column 1 of table 10 measurethe co-ops' opportunity
cost of labor as the observedhourlyreal wage paid in these mills. In columns 2 and 3,
the co-ops' opportunitycost of labor is measuredby the average real wage paid to
workersin the unionizedmills and in the classical mills, respectively.
49. The null hypothesisthat the co-ops' estimatedoutputelasticities with respectto
input and outputprices are the same as those of the classical mills yields a p-value of
3.32 percent for the estimates reportedin column 1 of table 10. The p-values for the
estimates in columns 2 and 3 are almost the same.
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Table 10. Least-SquaresEstimates of Output Supply Equations by Firm Type
Unionized Classical
mills
mills

Co-opmills
Variable
Intercept

(PONLY)i,
(VONLY),

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

6.888

7.009

9.507

6.587

5.835

(1.745)

(1.524)

(5.051)

(2.198)

(5.211)

0.162
(0.127)

0.194
(0.128)

0.157
(0.126)

-0.139
(0.156)

-0.100
(0.843)

N.1A.
NA.

N.A.
NA.

N.-A.
NA.

1098

-1.612

(0.633)
~~~~~(0.191)

Inpi,

0.022
(0.556)

0.333
(0.516)

- 0.289
(0.778)

0.470
(0.538)

2.636
(1.562)

Inri,

-0.550
(0.383)

-0.674
(0.373)

-0.775
(0.483)

-0.360
(0.455)

-2.414
(1.646)

Inw,,

0.044
(0.266)

-0.742
(0.778)

0.573
(1.000)

-0.704
(0.268)

0.011
(0.501)

Ins,

0.062
(0.314)

0.122
(0.303)

-0.486
(1.025)

- 0.594
(0.561)

- 1.612
(1.278)

T,

0.007
(0.013)

0.001
(0.014)

0.038
(0.056)

-0.001
(0.024)

0.046
(0.061)

Source: Authors' data.
Note: Estimated standard errors are in parentheses.
N.A. not applicable

the differences in the output-priceresponses between the co-op mills
and those of the classical mills do not necessarily imply differences in
the underlyingproductionfunctions. However, the differences across
the firmtypes in the point estimates of the outputsupply equationsare
consistent with the point estimates of the productionfunction reported
in table 6.

Conclusions
The evidence we have assembledhere suggests threeclasses of findings. First, input-outputratios among the three types of mills in the
plywood industryof the PacificNorthwestaredifferent.The differences
are related to differences in their productionfunctions: higher inputoutputratios tend to be found where productionfunction input-output
elasticities are lower.
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The second class of findings relates to these productionfunctions.
Thoughthe productionfunctionsof the mills may not be identical, there
is not much to distinguish these types of firms in terms of overall
productionefficiency. What differences we have found imply that coops are more efficient thanthe principalconventionalfirmsby between
6 and 14 percent (as suggested by the results reportedin table 8).50
There is little difference between the efficiency of the unionized and
classical mills (again as suggested by table 8).
The third class of findings relates to the output supply functions of
these firms. If these firmsface the same productand inputprices and if
these firms share a concern with net revenues, then differences in production functions should imply differences in outputsupply functions;
indeed, this is what we find. The classical mills with the highest inputoutputelasticities in their productionfunction have the highest outputprice responses in the estimated supply function; the co-ops tend to
have the smallest input-outputelasticities in their productionfunction
and also the smallest output-priceresponses in their supply function.
Our researchon this importantcase study suggests that workerparticipation has neither major efficiency gains nor efficiency losses. If
these beneficialor deleteriouseffects are present, they are of secondary
importance.This does not mean thatthere are no importantdifferences
among these types of mills. On the contrary,we have arguedin other
researchthat the co-op mills behave in quite different ways from the
conventional firms. When faced with adversity, the co-ops adjustpay
and avoid changes in their labor inputs and output;by contrast, when
confronted with drops in output price, conventional firms adjust employment and work hours (and consequentlyoutput), and wages do not
change. These are importantdifferences, but they do not relate to the
50. This is the rangeof differencesbetweenthe predictedoutputsacrossthe columns
of table 8 for the lines correspondingto "co-op mills' inputs" and "union mills'
inputs." The differences for the "classical mills' inputs" are much larger, and this
might suggest an alternativeexplanationfor these productionpatterns.The co-ops and
unionizedfirmsare similar in size, while the classical firmsare much smaller. It could
be that all three types of firms operate at differentpoints on the same nonhomothetic
productionfunction. We estimated the first-orderconditions from the nonhomothetic
productionfunction defined in footnote 31, and we simulatedthe resultingparameters
(thatwere not estimatedprecisely) to determinewhethertherewas evidence of changes
in returnsto scale by size. Our estimates of decreasingreturnsto scale changed very
little with the level of inputsand outputs.
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technical conditions of productionthat this paper suggests are similar
across the three types of firms.
The small differences across these mills in the technical conditions
of productionexplain why over a periodof 70 years conventionalfirms
and cooperatives have co-existed in the same industry and the same
location. If the co-ops have been slightly moreefficient producers,then
their dominance has been offset by their capital market difficulties
mentioned above. If their superiorityin productionwere greater, it is
likely their capital marketobstacles would have been overcome, and
cooperativeswould have dominatedthe industry.
Interestingly, as plywood productionhas moved to the South, the
cooperative organizationhas not moved with it. Why? We speculate
that a conjunctionof several factors accounts for the durabilityof the
plywood co-ops in the Pacific Northwestand have obstructedits transplantationto the South. The establishmentand success of the first coop in the plywood industryin Washingtonstate were the productof the
foresightof some shrewdmen who, priorto its formation,were already
skilled in the work relevant to plywood productionand who shared a
common Scandinavianheritage. This co-op served as the model for
many imitatorsin the area.
These factors seem to be presentin other sectors where cooperatives
have been important.In many instances, a groupof workerswith training in a given line of work and who shareculturalties form a collective
organizationthat enjoys remarkablesuccess. It serves as a prototype,
and other firms are established along the same lines so that the cooperative form of organizationconstitutesa substantialcomponentof the
industry. For example, this pattern applies to Boston's Independent
Taxi OperatorsAssociation, which involved many Jewish immigrants
from EasternEurope, and it applies to the scavenger companies in the
San Francisco Bay Area whose owner-workerswere predominantlyof
northernItalian origin. At the same time, the dilution of the common
ties of ethnicity has contributedto the decline of the cooperatives in
these two sectors: in the case of the taxi cabs, new immigrantsfrom the
Soviet Union brought different attitudes to the cooperative, attitudes
thatemphasizedshort-termmonetarygain over long-terminvestments,
while in the case of the scavengercompanies, the core Italianmembers
resisted the growing presence of Hispanic and Black workersand as a
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result found themselves presented with a class action discrimination
suit.
When workers share similar values, disputes within the producing
unit are less likely to occur, monitoringcosts tend to be lower, and
social sanctions are probablymore effective in deterringmalfeasance.
If such "cultural" factors are importantin understandingthe pattern
and success of workerco-ops in the United States, then the value of the
internationalcomparisonsof organizationsthatare so commontoday is
questionable.Thus it has become routineto contrastthe internalstructure of Japanese firms with that of U.S. firms, and the common suggestion is that the performanceof U.S. firms would improve if only
they emulated the Japanese. If one of the factors contributingto the
success of firms is closely tied to nonreproducibleculturalfactors, as
the study of cooperativesin the United States would suggest, then U.S.
firmsmay experienceno more success by copying the internalstructure
of Japanese firms than plywood companies in the South would enjoy
by imitatingthe worker-ownedcompanies of the Pacific Northwest.

Commentsand
Discussion

Comment by Henry Farber: This paperis the thirdin a series by Craig
and Pencavel comparingthe economic behaviorof cooperativefirmsin
the Pacific Northwestplywood industrywith the behaviorof nonunion
(or classical) and union firms in the same industry. The first paper,
published in the American Economic Review, examined differential

responsesof employmentandwages to changes in outputandconcluded
that cooperatives adjustwages more and employmentless in response
to output changes than do other types of firms. The second paper,
published in the Journal of Political Economy, corroborates and ex-

pands on these findingsfrom a somewhatdifferenttheoreticalperspective. Their new paper addresses the question of the productivity of
cooperative firms relative both to nonunionand union firms. As such,
it fills an importantniche left unexploredby the earlierpapers.I
This paper is carefully done, and the central conclusion is that cooperative firms are somewhat more productive(about 6 to 14 percent)
than are other types of firms in the sense that outputis predictedto be
that much higher when a fixed set of inputs is used in a cooperative
firmratherthan in a classical or union firm. Not surprisingly,I have a
few quibbles with choices made and roads not taken, but my overall
assessment is that the analysis is sound and informative.
The efficiency of cooperative firms can be compared with that of
other types of organizationsin at least two ways. The first is the efficiency with which the enterprisechooses its inputs. The earlier work
by CraigandPencavel providesclear evidence thatcooperativeschoose
1. See Craig and Pencavel (1992) and Pencaveland Craig (1994).
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their inputs differently, particularlyin how they adjust to changes in
demand. The fact that labor inputs in cooperative firms exhibit less
fluctuationover time than do labor inputs in union and classical firms
is clear evidence that the efficiencies are different.
The second sense of efficiency, the efficiency with which a fixed set
of inputsis convertedinto outputthroughthe productionprocess, is the
focus of the currentpaper. My remarksfocus on this analysis. But it
should be kept in mind that a full evaluation of the economics of
cooperative ventures needs to consider input choice as well as input
usage.
The paperstartswith a discussion of reasonswhy cooperativesmight
be more productivethan other types of firms. Virtually all of this discussion focuses on agency explanationsregardingmonitoringby fellow
worker-owners,less need for monitoringby managers, and so forth.
The authors also note that cooperative firms might be able to attract
more productiveworkers.
Next is an interesting discussion of why cooperative firms are so
scarce generally if there is any substantialproductiveadvantage.Much
of this discussion focuses on capital marketproblems. For example,
workersmight have troublecollateralizingloans used to buy shares in
their firm. Or investing in the firmin which a workeris employed does
not diversify the worker's overall portfolio. One potentialexplanation
for the scarcityof cooperativesthat is unrelatedto capitalmarketproblems and that Craig and Pencavel do not examine is related to a point
madein the conclusion to the paper:an importantfactorin the formation
of cooperatives is a social or ethnic commonalityamong the potential
worker-owners.It may be that such commonalityof backgroundcombined with an interestin working togetheris relatively rare.
After a detaileddescriptionof the plywood industryandof the structure of the cooperatives, the central question of productivity is discussed. The necessarydiscussionof potentialendogeneityof ownership
structureis clear, but, absent a real experiment, we must simply stipulate that the analysis proceeds conditionalon ownershipstructure.
Now comes the datadescriptionandempiricalanalysis. The plywood
mills are classified two ways: by ownershipstructure(classical, union,
cooperative), and by type of output (plywood only, veneer only, plywood and veneer). It may be more importantthan the authors admit
that the ownership structureis not distributedrandomly among the
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output types.2 The cooperative mills are disproportionatelyplywoodonly mills. The classical mills are disproportionatelyveneer-onlymills.
The union mills representboth types more equally, but virtually all of
the combined mills are union mills.
A related point is that the authors(to their advantage)are using a
physical measureof output(3/8 inch equivalentsquarefeet or sheets).
But it is hard to see how this measure is strictly comparableacross
outputtypes. Producingveneer (soaking the logs, strippingthe veneer
from the log) andproducingplywood (layupof the veneer, sorting, and
gluing) are simply differentprocesses.
My intuitionis thatthe productionprocesses (and, hence, production
functions) likely differ across output types. The fact that ownership
type is not distributedrandomlysuggests some systematic selection of
ownershiptype by productionprocess. After some preliminarytesting
that finds no significantdifferences by outputtype, the empiricalanalysis that follows generally allows only for intercept shifts by output
type, while allowing for more complete interactionswith ownership
type. It may be the case that partof what is measuredas differences by
ownership type may be differences by output type that cannot make
themselves heard any other way.
A puzzle, evident in the simple statistics in table 1, is noted but not
really discussed in the paper. The real price of logs rose by a factor of
about 4 between 1960 and 1992, while the real price of plywood was
relatively stable over this period. Thus, this is an industrywhere there
has not been much technologicalchange and where the price of the raw
material, which makes up a significant fraction of costs, increased
dramatically, while the product price was roughly fixed. One would
expect the product price to increase as well. A first approximation
would be to multiply the proportionalchange in the raw materialprice
(four times) by the shareof log costs in total costs (about0.5 based on
the Cobb-Douglas production function estimates). Thus, plywood
prices would have been expected to double. I do not have a good
explanationfor the relative stability of plywood prices. Perhapstremendous quasi rents were being earned in this industry30 years ago
that no longer exist. This remainsa puzzle.
2. A two-way table I constructedfrom Craig and Pencavel's table 2 has a p-value
from a chi-squared test of independence of 2.2 x 10- 10.
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The central empirical results are presented in table 4, which contains
estimates of output per unit input for three inputs: labor, logs (timber),
and capital. I am somewhat concerned by the capital measure, which
is the size of the largest lathe in the mill. Surely what is needed is a
measure of total capital input, and the implication of the discussion is
that mills can have more than one lathe. Using the size of the largest
lathe seems (to my technically uninformed eye) to be akin to measuring
labor input by the height or weight of the largest worker. Perhaps the
total length of all lathes would be a better measure. At the least, some
discussion of how closely the size of the largest lathe correlates with
scale of production is needed.
Some very interesting contrasts are apparent in table 4. Cooperative
mills and union mills produce less output per labor input than do classical mills. Offsetting this, cooperative mills produce more output per
log input and per capital input than do classical mills. On balance, the
cooperative mills and union mills look fairly similar on output-per-unitinput grounds, and both types differ fairly substantially from classical
mills .3
Next is an analysis, in table 5, of output per unit input as a function
of the ratio of the input price to the output price, including intercept
shifts for ownership type and output type. I would like to see the price
ratio unconstrained to allow independent estimates of the input and
output price effects. I would also like to see more discussion of the
instruments (particularly the wage measures) and tests of the overidentifying restrictions. Finally, it would be useful to see the OLS estimates
as well as the first-stage regressions.
In the end, I would skip these estimates and jump right to the production function estimates in table 6 where log output is regressed on
the log of all inputs and dummy variables for ownership and output
types. Both OLS and IV estimates are presented, and the results are
similar. Unconstrained specifications with separate equations for each
ownership type are also presented. The results of this exercise are fairly
clear. Cooperative mills have higher output conditional on inputs and
output type. The evidence is also fairly clear that the capital measure
3. This general characterization of the results has been noted in Craig and Pencavel's
earlier work.
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(maximum lathe size) is not significantly related to output controlling
for other inputs. Finally, the input of logs (timber) is only weakly
related to output in cooperative mills.
I have only a couple of comments on these estimates. First, the
overidentifying restrictions in the IV estimates should be tested. Second, and perhaps more important, it might be that the right way to break
down the sample is not by ownership type but by output type.
Table 8 contains the final product of the analysis. Taking, in turn,
the estimates from table 6 of the production functions by ownership
type, Craig and Pencavel predict output using, in turn, the inputs by
ownership type. The results are two sets of nine predicted outputs (three
sets of parameters by three sets of input types by two estimation procedures, OLS and IV). These estimates show a productivity advantage
to cooperative mills of 8 to 10 percent. Unfortunately, no standard
errors are provided for these predicted values or for key differences.
The last part of the paper examines output supply as a function of
input and output prices. The interesting result of this analysis is that
output is strongly related to output price only for classical firms. The
point estimate of the elasticity of output with respect to output price is
zero for cooperatives and (probably) insignificantly different from zero
for union firms. The result for cooperatives is not terribly surprising.
Craig and Pencavel's earlier work demonstrated that cooperatives absorb demand fluctuations more in earnings than in employment, which
implies relatively little output fluctuation. The surprising result here is
that output of union firms is relatively insensitive to price. The usual
view of union firms is that wages are rigid so that all adjustment must
take place in quantities. That does not seem to be what is happening
here, and this is a puzzle.
In summary, there is a clear result from the analysis. Cooperative
firms do seem to produce moderately more output with a given set of
inputs. We remain in the dark, however, about exactly (or even approximately) why that might be the case. Some hints (empirical and
theoretical) are contained in the paper. One is that the output per log is
highest in cooperative mills. Another is the view that cooperatives have
different objectives (employment stabilization?) than do other types of
mills. Both of these suggest that the production process has a different
focus in cooperative mills. One is left with the puzzle of whether the
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(seeming) focus on employment stabilization in cooperative mills has
productivity advantages that are at the core of the central findings in
this interesting paper.
Comment by Alan Krueger: This paper is well written and topical.
Indeed, for reasons I'll detail shortly, the paper may even be more
topical now than the authors realized when they wrote it. The empirical
work is thorough and straightforward. I especially commend Craig and
Pencavel's efforts collecting and analyzing a new data set. I also commend their strong knowledge of the institutions of the plywood industry.
I said the paper may be more topical than the authors realized when
they wrote it because, since then, Richard Freeman and Joel Rogers
released results of a large survey of workers that found, "The vast
majority of employees want more involvement and greater say in company decisions affecting the workplace. "' The New York Times, Washington Post, and Wall St. Journal recently ran stories on the "participation gap." Freeman and Rogers also find that more than threequarters of workers feel that giving workers more say in decisions about
production would increase competitiveness, improve quality, and improve worker satisfaction. Perhaps most interesting, workers-by a 3to-I margin-would prefer a powerless organization that management
cooperates with to a powerful organization that management does not
cooperate with. Freeman and Rogers conclude that workers want more
cooperative and participatory arrangements.
Craig and Pencavel pose cooperatives as an extreme form of participation. If cooperatives do not increase productivity, then lesser forms
of employee participation will not either. They then investigate whether
productivity is higher among plywood firms organized as cooperatives
than among traditional (union or nonunion) management-owned plywood companies. This is a sensible hypothesis, although one may question whether the plywood industry is the right place to investigate this
hypothesis.
I suspect employee participation helps productivity the most in industries in which technology is subject to change, and workers play a
role in developing new technology. My guess is that employee cooperative or participatory arrangements have their greatest payoff when
1. Freeman and Rogers (1994).
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workers are less inhibited about developing innovationsbecause they
don't fear losing theirjobs from labor-savinginnovations. The authors
point out that technology in the plywood industryhas been stable. In
addition,the time trendsin theirproductionfunctionsareusually insignificant, which suggests that technology has been stable. This makes
me question the generalityof testing their hypothesis in this industry.
Nevertheless, Craig and Pencavel's work represents the most sophisticated quantitativeanalysis of cooperative arrangementsto date.
And cooperatives in the plywood industryare the oldest and most durable cooperatives in all of U.S. manufacturing.I liked their previous
paper in the AmericanEconomic Review on this topic, and I like the
currentpaper.2
Many of the questions I thought of while reading this paper were
answeredlaterin the text. The authorsfree up coefficients;try different
productionfunctions; control for different combinationsof inputs. Indeed, the best way to read this paperis from the back forward.Skip to
the productionfunctions (table 8).
CraigandPencavel's bottomline on productivityis thatcooperatives
may raise productivityby 6 to 14 percentover conventionalfirms.(They
don't mention the much greaterimplied productivityeffects when the
classical mills' inputsare used as weights.) In addition,unionizedmills
are about as productiveas classical mills.
They provide several caveats in interpretingthese results. I would
add the following to the list:
First, the sample sizes are small, and thus the standarderrors are
big. There are only 34 plants andjust 7 cooperativesin the sample.
Second, the instrumentalvariables (IV) estimates are open to question. The instrumentsinclude prices and establishmentdummies. But
the establishmentdummiesmay be correlatedwith the errorcomponents
thatthe IV estimate is meantto overcome. Furthermore,the instrument
list includes 34 establishmentdummies and prices, with only 170 observations. The first stage equationmay overfit, since there are only 3
or 4 degrees of freedom per moment estimated. I'm concerned about
finite sample bias towardOLS in these estimates. (Indeed, the IV coefficients almost look "too" much like the OLS coefficients.)
Third, there is the perennial problem of whether the cooperatives
2. See Craigand Pencavel (1992).
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differ in unobserved ways, on average, from the noncooperatives. Craig
and Pencavel discuss this issue, and they try to control for differences
in capital, and so on. But the type of capital may differ. For example,
cooperatives may work existing capital longer because they take better
care of it. The fact that the capital measure (lathe length) has no effect
on output makes me wonder if capital is adequately controlled.
Fourth, quality of output may differ. Since cooperatives may affect
quality, this issue is of even more importance.
Lastly, I thought it would be useful to explore the union-classical
mill distinction further. There have been many establishment-level
studies of the effect of unions on productivity in other industries (cement, construction, and paper mills). How do the present results relate
to this literature? How can union mills stay in business if they pay 14
percent more than the cooperatives and classical mills but are only as
productive as the classical mills? The union mills look like the cooperatives in many respects (for example, factor shares and size), but why
are they less productive? Why do they have similar production functions
and factor shares?
Craig and Pencavel conclude, "Worker participation has neither major efficiency gains nor efficiency losses." I found this conclusion
rather bold given the imprecision of the estimates. Moreover, a 14
percent increase in productivity could be considered a major gain. To
achieve this large a gain, one would have to increase logs by some 30
percent.
One useful standard of comparison for the productivity effect would
be the estimated productivity effect in the literature on profit sharing.
Marty Weitzman and Doug Kruse survey this literature and conclude
that on average profit sharing raises productivity by about 4.5 percent.3
This is a small but significant productivity boost. But the costs are
probably not very big either. Craig and Pencavel find a productivity
effect that is substantially larger.
Another point they make in the conclusion that I found provocative
is the suggestion that "nonreproducible cultural factors" are responsible for the existence of cooperatives in plywood. I call this provocative
because I couldn't find the coefficient that relates to culture anywhere
in the paper. Nevertheless, they draw a caution between comparing
3. Weitzman and Kruse (1990).
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Japanese and American organizational structures due to cultural differences. This caution is probably warranted, but it is difficult to distinguish between the cultural interpretation and multiple equilibriumalternative forms of organization are possible if everyone is doing it.
There may be something to the cultural interpretation in plywood,
however. If this is the case, then the productivity figure of 6 to 14
percent may be an overstatement.
Authors' Response: Henry Farber claims our paper contains two "puzzles." The first puzzle arises from the fact that "the real price of logs
rose by a factor of about 4 between 1960 and 1992, while the real price
of plywood

was relatively

stable over this period.

. .

. One would ex-

pect the product price to increase as well." There is no puzzle here.
The depletion of first-growth timber forests and the restrictions on logging due to environmental concerns caused log prices in the Pacific
Northwest to rise. By comparison, the price of plywood output was
kept down by the entry of new mills located principally in the South.
So costs in the Pacific Northwest have risen, output prices have not
changed materially because of the almost costless entry of new mills in
other parts of the country, and the industry in the Northwest has shrunk
drastically.
Farber's second "puzzle" arises from the fact that, according to the
estimates of the output supply function in table 9, the estimated outputprice elasticity of union firms is about 0.7. Farber writes, "The surprising result here is that output of union firms is relatively insensitive
to price. The usual view of union firms is that wages are rigid so that
all adjustment must take place in quantities. That does not seem to be
happening here, and this is a puzzle." Why is an elasticity of output
with respect to output price of 0.7 not compatible with adjustment of
quantities? What supply elasticity would be compatible?
General Discussion: Several participants argued that the paper showed
clear and striking differences among the cooperative, union, and classical plywood mill types that warrant additional analysis. Henry Aaron
pointed out that classical mills differ from the other two types in that
they are much smaller on average and have dramatically higher output
per labor hour. These differences suggest enormous heterogeneity in
the industry, he said, adding that the classical mills might really be
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involved in a different line of business. Noting that the three types of
firms appeared to use vastly different production mixes, Sam Peltzman
wondered whether the authors could be confident in drawing conclusions about level differences in their production functions.
In response, Pencavel agreed that average ratios of labor to raw
materials were, indeed, quite different across the three types of firms.
The paper had gone to some length to account for these differences in
the mean values, he said. In addition, there are considerable variations
around these means. For example, many of the observations on the coops' input mixes are similar to the average values of the unionized
firms' input mixes and, similarly, observations on the unionized firms'
input combinations resemble the average values of the co-ops' input
combinations. In general, the observations on the ratio of labor to raw
material inputs reveals considerable overlap in these input proportions
across firm types.
After Frank Lichtenberg noted that the returns to scale differed radically among the three firm types, Peter Reiss argued that the productivity differences among them might be largely driven by this factor,
as well as by the differences in their input mixes. He said that the
authors could separate out these effects relatively easily with their production functions.
Considerable discussion surrounded the possible special characteristics of cooperative mills that allow them to be more productive than
both union and classical firms. F.M. Scherer speculated that the ethnic
communities from which the cooperatives were formed might have been
located in remote areas close to virgin forest and, as a result, nearer to
larger logs than the other mills, which would provide an explanation
for their higher output yields per log. Ben Craig disagreed, arguing'that
many of the co-ops are actually in highly settled areas, including one
each in Tacoma and Seattle; conversely, it is the classical mills which
tend to be in the most remote areas.
Karl Scholz suggested that other factors in addition to nonreproducible cultural factors are a key to the success of the cooperative mills.
He noted that studies have demonstrated that companies with employee
stock ownership plans (ESOPs) are slightly (2 to 3 percent) more productive than traditional firms. The paper's results showing that cooperative mills are on average 6 to 14 percent more productive than the
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other two types are consistent with such studies because co-op workers
usually do not hold all of their firm's equity through ESOPs.
Kathryn Shaw wondered whether the workers at cooperative plywood
mills have adopted special managementpractices-such as problem-solving
teams or a high degree of worker interaction-that enable them to be so
productive and that might be transferable to noncooperative firms. Sociological literature on the plywood cooperatives, Ben Craig responded,
generally shows that their workers behave like those in other companies
and, in addition, that co-op members and nonmembers at the same mill
behave similarly. The literature does, however, argue that productivity in
cooperatives may be enhanced by less shirking and monitoring than in
traditional firms. John Pencavel added that the cooperative mills are generally dirtier and more dangerous than the others, possibly because their
workers regard themselves as private entrepreneurs and are, as a consequence, willing to take greater risks than those in conventional firms.
Hans Gersbach asked about the control mechanisms that the co-ops use to
overcome the free-rider problem and reduce shirking. Craig said that
workers can easily pick out shirkers and that disciplinary methods for
habitual shirkers can ultimately include being stripped of the right to
work-which forces the shirker to sell his share in the cooperative.
Noting that the plywood industry in the Northwest was shrinking dramatically during the period of the paper's analysis, Ariel Pakes asked
about the role of cooperatives and unions in industry restructuring, particularly with regard to firm mergers. Pencavel answered that, although the
industry was moving to the South, little restructuringwas actually occurring in the Northwest. Craig added that, when co-ops went under, it was
typically because they had logged out all of their timber or because their
land had become so valuable that they decided to sell it and divide the
proceeds among their members. Pencavel noted that most logs in the
Northwest are currentlyharvestedfrom government-owned land. Paul Joskow asked whether any cooperatives had formed in the South. Craig said
that, although no co-ops had sprung up there, three existing mills had
gone co-op in the Northwest in recent years, despite the overall decline
of the industry in that region.
Questioning whether the output of the three types of mills is identical,
Zvi Griliches asked if plywood is a genuinely homogenous product. Craig
said that, although there are some special grades of plywood, the vast
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majority of the mills are primarily producing softwood, exterior grade
plywood, which, despite brand names, is essentially the same product.
Michelle White noted that the literature on Yugoslav worker-owned
companies has shown that over time they often begin to hire employees
as nonowners, thereby gradually degenerating into traditionalfirms. Craig
said that, although some of this phenomenon was observed over the
twenty-year period examined in the paper, many plywood cooperatives
have continued to maintain high membership ratios.
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